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Happy September! This month we are excited to announce
that we are starting a new series that will explore G.U.I.D.E.
for Life principles. Next month, we will add a new series
about syllable types. Make sure to check back each month
to learn more.

National Hispanic Heritage Month
National Hispanic Heritage Month is observed from
September 15 to October 15. This four-week period is a
time that Hispanic Americans can honor their respective
cultures and recognize, educate and celebrate the
positive impact that Hispanic Americans have left on the
country. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the
month honors “the culture and traditions of those who
trace their roots to Spain, Mexico and the Spanishspeaking nations of Central America, South America,
and the Caribbean.”
The theme for 2022, as announced by the National
Council of Hispanic Employment Program Managers
(NCHEPM), is "Unidos: Inclusivity for a Stronger Nation."
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Celebrate by Reading
In this picture book, readers meet a young Colombian girl
named Ana who loves reading but doesn’t have access to
new books. Luckily, librarian Luis Soriano arrives in her
village with plenty of books in tow — on the backs of two
(appropriately named) donkeys, Alfa and Beto. This is a
sweet, simple story, based on a real-life traveling librarian,
that incorporates Spanish words throughout the text and
reminds us of the universal value of reading.
A portion of the proceeds from sales of this book was
donated to Luis Soriano's BiblioBurro program.

Did you know that biblio means
book and burro means donkey?
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Waiting for the Biblioburro

by Monica Brown, illustrated
by John Parra
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G.U.I.D.E. for Life
All Arkansas students should graduate with a strong foundation of
academic knowledge, experience, and proficiencies. To be successful,
students also need an equally strong foundation of soft skills – those
intangible abilities that help people get along with others,
communicate well, and make positive contributions in the workplace
and beyond.
The Division of Elementary and Secondary Education has identified
five guiding principles that support educators, business leaders,
communities, and students in their efforts to help all Arkansans
develop these critical skills. The five principles listed below represent
skills needed to thrive at home, at school, on the job and in the
community.

G.U.I.D.E for Life
Growth - manage yourself
Understanding - know yourself
Interaction - build relationships
Decisions - make responsible choices
Empathy - be aware of others

Check
out the
DESE
Website
for more
informati
on on
G.U.I.D.E
for Life!

GROWTH

The G.U.I.D.E. for Life program is designed to give K-12 students a
plan that they can follow to achieve personal success. By
incorporating the G.U.I.D.E. for Life concepts throughout the school
experience, students can develop these “real-world” skills for success
which will help them become well-rounded citizens and more effective
employees. Let's explore the first principle, Growth.
This principle refers to the ability to regulate one’s
emotions, feelings, and behaviors effectively in different
personal and academic situations; the ability to manage
one’s stress constructively; controlling impulses and
expressing emotions appropriately while setting and
achieving personal and academic goals. Students who
demonstrate growth are able to use problem-solving
skills, critical thinking, and logical reasoning both
independently and while interacting with others at home,
in school, and in the workplace.
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Growing with G.U.I.D.E for Life
Growth goals include:
1. being reflective about personal needs and managing emotions effectively
2. being an effective choice maker and demonstrating increasing levels of independence in
setting goals
3. being able to manage time in order to set tasks and goals and achieve them
In early elementary
(K-2), I am learning
to:
Communicate
my wants/needs
appropriately
with peers and adults
Ask for and accept help when I am in a
conflict situation requiring support
Identify emotions that I am feeling and
identify ways to calm myself when in a
stressful situation
Adjust tone and behavior in familiar
settings with some reminders (e.g., voice
level, body movement) appropriate to
various settings with support (e.g., library,
hallways, restaurants, bus, playgrounds)
Recognize the importance of telling the
truth
Recognize that I can make choices about
my behavior
Identify personal goals and create steps
toward achieving each goal
Celebrate goal achievements
Adapt to changes in my schedule and
environment

In late elementary
(3-5), I am learning
to:
Identify
situations where
I might need to
ask for assistance as well as identify
alternate solutions to problems
Distinguish between fact and opinion
Identify emotions that I am feeling and
the situations that might cause them
Identify and develop techniques to calm
myself when in a pressure situation
Identify how my actions impact others
and understand that there are
consequences to behaviors
Effectively participate in group decisionmaking processes
Describe the steps of a decision-making
model
Describe, create and implement steps in
reaching a concrete goal
Evaluate progress toward my goals for
success in the classroom
Adapt to change that may occur in the
classroom, school or in a social situation

Making goals is important in all areas of our lives. Families can help their
students set literacy goals in order to help them become better readers. Use the
Goal Planning Sheet on page four to help your students set and document their
reading goals. Families can provide support and guidance as students work
toward their goals and celebrate when their student's goal is achieved! Some
possible literacy goals: read for at least 30 minutes each night, read a new book
each week, pick books from different genres during each library visit, or read
one chapter each night. Ready! Set! Goal!
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Family Fun!
Riddle Me This - Try these riddles with your family!
It’s the only place in the
What musical
world where today
instrument is found in
comes before yesterday.
the bathroom?
Where is it?

I go all around the
world but never
leave the corner.
What am I?

Answer: A stamp.

Which word becomes
shorter when you add 2
letters to it?
Answer: The word “short.”

Answer: The dictionary.
Answer: An envelope.

What 2 things can
you never eat for
breakfast?

Answer: A tuba toothpaste.

What begins with an
"e" and only contains
one letter?

Answer: Lunch and dinner.

G is for G.U.I.D.E for Life, Growth, and Goals!
Use this Goal Planning Sheet to set and document reading goals for this school year. Place it on the
refrigerator and celebrate when the goals are reached!

Write your first reading goal here!

I want to

Write your second reading goal here!

I want to
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Write your deadline here.

I want to reach my
goal by

Write your deadline here.

I want to reach my
goal by
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